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Whose pompom launcher shoots a pompom the farthest? 
 
Materials: tubes of various lengths, elbows, Ts and caps and pompoms 
 

Variables 
1. length of pipes for mouthpiece, neck, long body and bottom/side pipes 
2. shape of bottom/side pipes 
3. number of extra bottom/side pipes 
4. position of mouthpiece on long body 
5. diameter of pipes for all sections 
6. orientation of mouthpiece on long body 
7. dry or wet pom-pom 
8. size of pom-pom 
9. angle of projection 
10. launcher 

 
 

Pascal’s principle:    if you squish air you create a force that spreads 
all through a container.  This means if you apply a force at one end, it 
gets transmitted evenly through the air to the walls of the container.  

If one of the walls is a movable pompom, the pressure becomes a 
force that will accelerate the pompom. 
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How to Assess scientists-in-tHe-MAking?

Component of  
SCientifiC method 4 – DistinguisheD 3 – proficient 2 – apprentice 1 – novice

formulate a hypotheSiS Connects a question, an 
observable, measurable 
event with a reason in a 
statement – a “this 
will...” or a “it might...” 
statement with a  
“because” in it

Follows a question with a 
statement about an event 
and a reason

Asks a poor question or 
makes a statement with 
either an unlikely event  
or a poor reason

States no reason  
for investigation

make a prediCtion Describes the most prob-
able outcome among a 
couple – “It might X or Y, 
but I think it will Z”

Describes a probable  
outcome- “I think it will X”

Describes an improbable 
outcome- “I think it will A”

Guesses at an  
outcome – “It will A?”

identify Controlled vS. 
experimental variableS

Makes a statement that 
separates the cause (I.V.) 
and the effect (D.V.) – 
alters one variable and 
keeps others constant

Identifies the cause and 
effect or the I.V. and D.V. 
but doesn’t mention  
one depends on the  
other – alters variables 
but not deliberately  
(trial and error)

Identifies one variable  
of the two – alters  
variables haphazardly

Doesn’t connect cause 
and effect at all – alters 
variables randomly

obServe, meaSure,  
and reCord uSing  
appropriate unitS

Measures carefully and 
repeatedly

Measures approximately 
by “eyeballing” more  
than once

Measures haphazardly  
or one time

Doesn’t measure

interpret data Makes a clear statement 
describing outcome of 
measurable action, relative 
to original hypothesis

Makes an unclear  
statement, relative  
to original hypothesis

Makes an incorrect  
statement or is poorly 
connected to original 
hypothesis

Makes no statement,  
has no connection  
to original hypothesis

draw ConCluSionS Correctly explains the  
connection between 
cause and effect

Describes the cause and 
the effect but is unclear 
on the connection

Comes to an incorrect 
conclusion

Makes no conclusion

take it further Attempts or describes 
another testable cause-
and-effect scenario that 
improves product or 
refines explanation

Attempts or describes 
another testable cause-
and-effect scenario

Makes random changes  
or variations

Tries nothing new

CommuniCate findingS Shares findings with 
others clearly and makes 
connections between  
each set of findings

Shares findings  
with others clearly

Shares findings  
with others

Doesn’t share with others


